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Why NFT badges for Web3?Why NFT badges for Web3?

Current ‘state of the art’ VS. Web3

 Badges rely on an “issuing authority”

WEB3 is Permissionless and decentralized

 Badge data is controlled by a third-party 

WEB3 users own their own data and the ‘keys’

 Badge designs are boring and corporate

WEB3 engages the entire creator economy

 Digital credentials have no tangible value
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GETSMART NFT Badges, New and Improved!

New

Old



Say hello to my little 
friend. $GETS NFTs
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 Permissionless, decentralized creation 
and issuance of digital badges

 Transparent philanthropy and 
innovative educational giving

 Fun, cool, artistic and fresh with NFTs 
and learn while you earn concept

 Interoperable with Ethereum and any 
LMS platform

 Can contain $GETS utility tokens of any 
amount 

 Easy to use platform with Web3 badge 
backpack and dashboard
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Four Blockchain Transactions

= 4 x Security, 4 x Credibility, 4x Verifiability  

Four Blockchain Transactions
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1. Sponsor 

creates badge 

with ‘proof of 

stake’

2. Students explore and apply 

(public) or receive a link to apply 

(private) ‘proof of application’

3. Sponsor 

chooses 

recipients 

‘proof of 

choosing 

between 

alternatives’ 

4. Student Claims badge and 

tokens ‘proof of achievement’



Tokenized Employee Reward 
and Incentive Programs
Tokenized Employee Reward 
and Incentive Programs

Focus on any

project or idea

to support

volunteers and

hard work

Show

appreciation 

with crypto-

linked NFT 

badges



Tokenized Certificates, ID 
Badges, Club Memberships
Tokenized Certificates, ID 
Badges, Club Memberships

For volunteers, 

staff, and 

supporters of 

any event or 

business

Sponsor

students 

completing 

modules, 

courses, 

degrees



Tokenized microscholarships for 
every step of the way
Tokenized microscholarships for 
every step of the way

“Earn before

you learn” 

traditional 

scholarships as 

little as 1 token

“Earn while 

you learn” 

Students earn 

tokens as 

they reach 

milestones



$GETS “Verifiable Achievement Tokens”$GETS “Verifiable Achievement Tokens”

$GETS ERC-20 
tokens finance 
GETS ERC-721 

badges 

Distribution

Badge Creators Open market Organization1st Mint = 2 billion; 6000 = 1 Eth

2nd Mint = 300 billion; 5000 = 1 Eth

3rd Mint = 300 billion; 4000 = 1 Eth



Sample Use Cases for $GETSSample Use Cases for $GETS

Alumni want to support 
students who achieve 
specific things at their 

alma mater

Philanthropist wants to 
support students from 

specific disadvantaged 
backgrounds, countries, 

purposes

Parent/Family wants to 
support child, keep tabs 

on progress

Company or group 
wants to gamify their 

online learning and get 
quick results

25m people in student 
loan debt with no way 

out in USA

1b students worldwide 
needing tuition support 
and encouragement



‘The NFT Professor’ and a small team of caring fathers in India built this 
US patent-pending technology over 3 years, which IBM global director 
of Digital Badges says is “mind-blowing” and creator of Badgr system 
says “will change the entire framework for digital badges and 
education finance.”
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Founder: Dr. Josh Lange

 Hands-on executive who helped build 3 

university campuses and over 100 education 

programs around the world.

 Co-founder of three EdTech companies, which 

have operated in 28 countries.

 Well-known in crypto and NFT space. Global 

host of CryptoMondays, Paris Blockchain Week, 

speaker at NFT.NYC, SiGMA, ETHGlobal

***Smart contracts and platform developed by 

Lapits Technologies in Noida, India *Laxman Singh, 

CEO***
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AdvisorsAdvisors
From the World‘s top negotiators to 

education, finance, tech and blockchain 

executives, to edtech to government 

cybersecurity to crypto-marketing, $GETS 

advisors are leaders from various sectors 

known for their results and dedication.  

See webpage for full list of these 

extraordinary people helping to reinvent 

education finance. 
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 (Rinkeby testnet) app.get-smart.net

 https://get-smart.net/whitepaper

✓ Readerly Technical Info

✓ Token or Application Utility

✓ Use Cases 

✓ Blockchain Justification

✓ Credibility

✓ Business model – badge fees in tokens go to 
education charity to run the system.

✓ US Non-profit corporation – we don’t sell tokens, we 
give them to donors.  All donations are tax-
deductible. 
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the best interest”

- Benjamin 

Franklin 
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